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Abstract
There has been an interesting new trend in mobile technology shifting towards wearable tech.
Wearable tech includes incorporating digital components into the things we wear, to further
integrate technology into our every day lives. Google Glass is a wearable device that has been
popular in the media lately. While interest in this new device grows, there is still little research
available regarding forensically analyzing this wearable technology. The ability to understand
and analyze mobile devices in today’s digital world proves to be important, as mobile devices
can provide evidence in forensic cases. This paper focuses on understanding the forensic artifacts
on Google Glass relating to timestamps. Timestamps are important because it can help recreate a
picture of what the user was doing on a device over a particular time. Creating a timeline can
turn a collection of technical terms into a “story” of what a user was doing over a period of time.
This paper will explain how to determine if Glass was on or off at a specific time, analyze battery
levels to determine user activity, extract user voice command files from the device, understand
the time artifacts on the Google Glass timeline, receive information about what mobile device
Google Glass was connected to and when, and much more. While this is just the start to a huge
field of research, it should aid in future Google Glass research, and help an examiner begin their
Google Glass analysis.
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Introduction
Mobile technology has changed the way people live, and there is no denying it is growing in
popularity. Cisco has done research on mobile device trends, showing, “global mobile data traffic
grew 81 percent in 2013,” and “reached 1.5 exabytes per month at the end of 2013”. Their
research indicates the use of mobile devices will continue to grow over the next five years.
Figure 1 from a Cisco white paper shows the predicted trends in mobile device data traffic
(cisco.com).
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Figure 1: Cisco's Mobile Data Traffic Predictions

Cells phones account for a large amount of current mobile device usage. However, with these
growing trends in mobile traffic, a large part of this increase may be brought on by a new kind of
mobile device, wearable technology.
Wearable technology is a way of further integrating the mobile devices that have become such a
huge part of people’s everyday lives. With technology like smart watches, smart activity
wristbands, and digital glasses, people can further integrate technology seamlessly into the things
they do daily. One particular wearable technology that stands out from the others is Google
Glass.
Google Glass is a wearable device which allows the user to take pictures, record videos, send
messages, get directions, make phone calls, and Google search from a pair of “glasses” they
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wear. Downloadable apps give the wearable device more functions. Using voice commands, the
user can choose to control the device audibly, which provides a unique hands free experience.
According to Business Insider, in the next five years Google Glass sales are estimated to reach
21,148,611 as shown in Figure 2. As these devices become more relevant in people’s everyday
lives, it is more likely to be brought up as a new form of evidence in forensic cases. During
digital forensic investigations, wearable technology such as Google Glass will be a new source
of evidence to help build a stronger case. Being able to properly examine these devices can help
forensic examiners understand the data they are given.

!
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Figure 2: Business Insider's Google Glass Sales Predictions

Because it is so important to understand how devices such as Google Glass work for forensic
investigations, timestamp information on Google Glass will be analyzed in this project. The goal
is to identify artifacts that have time information associated with them, and fully understand
exactly what each of these timestamps are indicating. By doing so, the examiner can understand
what a user was doing on the device over a period of time.

!

About Google Glass
Google Glass was first announced April 4, 2012 through a concept video uploaded on YouTube
(youtube.com). Google Glass is a pair of “glasses” frames with a digital device component that
allows user interaction through voice commands. Google Glass has the capability to take
pictures, record videos, Google search, get GPS directions, take phone calls and Google
Hangout. More device capabilities are available through downloading Google Glass applications.
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Glass can also be paired with a user’s cell phone, for further capabilities by using the phone’s
Bluetooth data.
Google Glass is an android device, currently running 4.0.3 Ice Cream Sandwich (cryptlife.com).
The current version of Google Glass software out right now is XE 12, or explorer edition 12.
This is the version that will be used for this research project.

Rooting Glass
In XE 12 there are permissions which prevent the investigator from accessing all directories on
Google Glass. By rooting the device, these previously blocked directories can be accessed. For
this research, it was important to examine a pair of rooted Google Glass so all data that can be
extracted from the device is taken into account.
Android Developer Tools or ADT is a suite of tools which offer features to aid in Android
development (developer.android.com). Using the tutorial found on the Google Developer
website, a rooted image of the latest version of Google Glass XE 12, was downloaded and
pushed to the device (developers.google.com/glass). By pushing a rooted version of XE 12 to the
device, Glass runs on an image that has root permissions. The steps taken to root Glass are
shown below.

!

Rooting Google Glass
1. After installing ADT tools on a Linux machine, run “adb reboot bootloader” to reboot into
fastboot mode
2. Run “fastboot oem unlock”
3. A warning message is given alerting Google Glass’s warranty will be voided and all data
would be erased. “Fastboot oem unlock” must be run again to confirm.
4. Run “fastboot flash boot ‘boot.img’” which pushes the image onto the device.
5. Reboot the device with “fastboot reboot”
6. Run “adb root” restart into root.

!
A screenshot going through some of these steps is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Rooting Google Glass in Linux

Because rooting Google Glass wipes all the contents, by pushing a clean image with root
permissions onto it, an investigator should not root Google Glass if it was not already rooted
because they would lose all of the data. However, if a user has already followed the steps above
and rooted their device, the examiner can get root access to the device.With a rooted pair of
Google Glass, directories can be accessed that contain more information about the device, and
therefore more forensically relevant artifacts can be acquired.

The Shattered Script
After Glass has been rooted, more data can be extracted from the device. The Shattered script is
an acquisition tool that can extract data from Google Glass. By extracting the data from the
device, the investigators can analyze the contents.
The main feature of Shattered is the automation of the ADT tool, ADB pull, which extracts files
from the device (developer.android.com). Other features are available with Shattered, such as
dumpsys services. This grabs data about current system service information running
(source.android.com). The script was updated from v1.2 to v1.3 for this project, with the added
ability to extract additional information from rooted pairs of Google Glass. The “adb root”
function was added into the script so Glass would reboot as root before imaging. The root paths
were also hardcoded into Glass, so it would manually pull each directory from root.
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Time Related Artifacts on Google Glass
During analysis, forensic artifacts on Google Glass that can be correlated with a specific time
will be examined. For this research, an image was made on a rooted Google Glass running XE
12and acquired with Shattered v1.3. All file paths referred to in this paper are based off the
output structure from Shattered v1.3.

!
Google Glass Battery Information
Some of the most basic time related forensic artifacts found on Google Glass are located in
image/fs/system/dropbox. This folder contains an assortment of text files, which provides
information about the state of the battery at a particular time. Figure 4 shows the location of this
directory.

!
Figure 4: Image/fs/system/dropbox

Was Glass on or off at a specific time?

The “SYSTEM_BOOT@UNIXTIME.txt” files within this image/fs/system/dropbox directory is
a text file which gives a Unix millisecond timestamp for each time Glass was powered on.
Google Glass uses millisecond Unix times, which means the number of milliseconds since
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January 1, 1970. Using a converter that has the capability to convert millisecond times to
readable times can give the investigator a proper readable time.
The Unix millisecond time given in the title after the “@” symbol is the time Glass was powered
on. The most important part of this file is the title itself, which provides a timestamp for each
power on. For example, looking at Figure 5, it is evident Google Glass was powered on six times
because there are six “SYSTEM_BOOT@UNIXTIME.txt” files. In addition, after translating the
millisecond Unix time after the “@” sign, it is clear the first time the device was powered on was
March 14, 2014 at 4:34:23 PM in Eastern Time. Each of these times can be translated from Unix
millisecond timestamps to readable times to see how many times Glass was powered on, and
exactly what time each power on occurred.

!

!
Figure 5: SYSTEM_BOOT@UNIXTIME.txt Files

!
While the title of these files are distinct with each time Google Glass was powered on, the
contents of these files are not unique. All of the file contents appear to have the same
information. As shown in Figure 6, each of the files list basic information such as the build and
kernel of the device. After running all the “SYSTEM_BOOT@UNIXTIME.txt” files in
MD5Summer, they all appeared to have the same MD5 hash value.

!
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Figure 6: Content of every "SYSTEM_BOOT@UNIXTIME.txt" file

MD5 hashing uses an algorithm to create a 128 bit sum for each file. It creates a sum based on
the content of the files, and can be used as a “fingerprint” to differentiate each file (cse.sc.edu).
Because the MD5 sum is the same for each of the files, it confirms that although the titles of each
file are different, the contents are the same.
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Therefore, when examining “SYSTEM_BOOT@UNIXTIME.txt” files for timestamps, the
investigator can get the relevant information about when the device was powered on right from
the file name.
The Image/fs/system/dropbox directory also contains “event_log@UNIXTIME.txt” and
“event_log@UNIXTIME.txt.gz” files as shown in Figure 7. The contents of these files contain
information about the battery levels on Google Glass at a particular time.
When these files were exported, there were no “event_log@UNIXTIME.txt” files larger than
4KB. After extracting the compressed “event_log@UNIXTIME.txt.gz” file, their contents were
5KB and higher. It appears when these files get larger then 5KB, they are compressed into an
“event_log@UNIXTIME.txt.gz” file.

!
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Figure 7: event_log@UNIXTIME.txt and event_log@UNIXTIME.txt.gz files

When examining these files for time information, it is best to combine them into a single file to
make analysis simpler. After extracting the compressed “event_log@UNIXTIME.txt.gz” files, all
the event logs were merged into a single file as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Merging the event_log@UNIXTIME.txt files

This single file of all the “event_log@UNIXTIME.txt” files was then imported into Microsoft
Excel for further analysis. Note in this analysis, a column was inserted to convert the Unix
timestamps to readable times. The formula, =((((A1/1000)/60)/60)/24)+DATE(1970,1,1)+(-4/24)
takes into account Glass is recording times in Unix time in milliseconds, and allows for dates to
be converted to the eastern time zone. The formula may have to be adjusted depending on the
time zone. Also, that column must be set to a date and time format in Excel.
In addition to a column with the readable time being added, headers were added onto the Excel
sheet to make the content easier to read. The last two columns, G and H, give numbers which
could indicate the battery voltage and battery temperature. Google Glass uses a Li-ion battery.
These batteries have temperature sensors in them, which could indicate how Glass is logging the
temperature (Brain). Column H most likely indicates the temperature in Celsius, with the
decimal point excluded. The temperature in of the battery at 5:00PM on 3/14/14 would be 32.5°
Celsius according to Figure 9. Row G most likely shows the Voltage. Just like the temperature
column, there is no decimal included. Therefore, it is likely the first entry in row G the voltage
could indicate 3.685V. However, these are just assumed values.
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Figure 9: Voltage and Temperature Headers

Some information that can be obtained from this file is the time Glass was turned on. The
“event_log_start” indicator shows every time Glass starts logging battery information, which
happens when it is powered on. As shown in Figure 10, the file indicates Glass was powered on
3/14/14 at 4:34 PM. This can be cross referenced with the “SYSTEMBOOT@UNIXTIME.txt”
files.

!
Figure 10: event_log_start

This “event_log_start” timestamp can be cross referenced with the
“SYSTEM_BOOT@UNIXTIME.txt” files to see what time Google Glass was powered on.

!
Examining Battery Drain Levels on Google Glass

Not only can the “event_log@UNIXTIME.txt” files indicate when Google Glass was on or off, it
can also give information about the battery level on the device at a specific time. Figure 11
shows the “battery_level” indicator which correlates with a specific Unix millisecond timestamp
and battery percentage.

!
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Figure 11: "Battery_level" with timestamp and percentage

The “event_log@UNIXTIME” file is forensically relevant due to battery percentage information
it can provide. It can indicate usage based on how fast or slow the battery is draining. Figure 12
shows a ten minute period of battery drain while Glass was sitting idle and connected to WiFi.
This shows over a ten minute period of Google Glass being on but not in use, the battery does
not even drop 1%. This can vary slightly depending on if the user looked up, which could have
activated the, “head wake up” feature, which wakes Glass up and lights up the screen if the user
tilts their head back (support.google.com) .

!
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Figure 12: Ten minute period of battery drain while Glass sat idle connected to WiFi

The battery drain levels on Google Glass did not change much over a ten minute period of time
sitting idle when connected to a Nexus 5 using Bluetooth data. Similar to when it was connected
to Wifi, the battery did not even drain 1%. Figure 13 shows the battery did not drain over this
period of ten minutes. This shows the battery drain levels on Glass are not affected by its
connection type, to either Wifi data or Bluetooth data.
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Figure 13: Ten minute period of battery drain while Glass sat idle connected to Bluetooth

Although sitting idle does not have a huge impact on Google Glass battery drain, with more
intensive activities on the device, the battery drains faster. When a user on Google Glass watches
videos or receives GPS directions, the battery drains more quickly because the screen is on and
lit up for a longer time.
When watching a video on Google Glass, the battery drained at a much higher rate. This is
because the screen is constantly on when the user watches a video. Figure 14 shows the battery
draining over a ten minute period of time while a user was watching a video on Google Glass.
Over ten minutes, the video drained 19%, which is a much more dramatic decrease then the idle
battery drain rate.
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Figure 14: Ten minute period of battery drain while user watched a video on Google Glass

The rate of battery drain also decreases faster when a user is receiving GPS directions using
Google Glass. Figure 15 shows the user following GPS directions using Google Glass over a ten
minute period of time. The battery level went down 5% over the course of ten minutes.
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Figure 15: Ten minute period of battery drain while user received GPS directions on Google Glass

!

While battery levels cannot provide a definite indicator to what a user was doing on Google
Glass at a particular time, it can support other time artifacts on the device. Battery levels can be
cross referenced with other timestamps on Google Glass to further confirm or dispute a particular
user activity.

!
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Saved Voice Command Information
Within the Image/fs/data/com.google.glass.voice directory is information about the hands free
voice commands on Google Glass. On Glass, users can speak and use voice commands to control
the device. When the device displays the home menu screen, the user can say, “Ok Glass,” to
request different commands. There are many options the user can choose from, such as taking a
picture, recording a video, Google searching something, messaging someone, making a phone
call, or asking for GPS directions.

!
Logged Voice Commands

The “saved_audio” file is a SQLite 3 database which holds information about Google Glass
voice commands. This file is stored in Image/fs/data/com.google.glass.voice/databases/
saved_audio. For analysis, the “saved_audio” table of this SQLite database was imported into
Excel. Excel was used so a column could be added to convert the Unix millisecond timestamps
from this database into readable timestamps. The formula used is, =((((E2/1000)/60)/60)/
24)+DATE(1970,1,1)+(-4/24)
Figure 16 shows the “saved_audio” database uploaded into Excel. Looking at entry 13 which has
been marked in the picture, the database gives the original file path where the voice file is stored
on Google Glass in column B. This “filename” shows the original path of the file, which is
slightly different then the output results of the Shattered script. This is because of the way the
script extracts and organizes data output. It also shows the Unix millisecond timestamp in when
the voice command was spoken, in column E. Column F was added in, using the formula
explained above. This provides the readable version of the Unix millisecond time. In this
example, the date and time of the spoken command was 3/16/14 1:09PM. The actual commands
the user requested can be seen in column G. For this example, it is clear the user said, “Ok Glass,
Get directions to”.
Note the entire command is not shown under, “recognized commands”. Although it is clear the
user asked for directions to somewhere, it is not clear where they asked to go. For voice
commands such as Google searching and asking for directions, which requires Glass to use WiFi
or Bluetooth data, the voice command is cut off after the initial request is made. However, voice
commands which do not require connectivity on Glass, such as take a picture or record a video,
store the entire voice command.
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Figure 16: "saved_audio" database in Excel

!
Playing Back Raw Voice Files

Within Image/fs/data/com.google.glass.voice/recorded_audio are “UNIXTIME.pcm” files.
The “UNIXTIME.pcm” files are raw audio files of the user voice commands made on Google
Glass. “.Pcm” stands for pulse code modulation, which is a way analog data is represented in a
digital form (Rouse). These files can be examined by importing them into Audacity as raw data.
When importing in Audacity, there is an option to change the sample rate. Going back to the
“saved_audio” SQLite database, the sample rate is listed as 16,000.
Once this file is imported, it can be played back to hear the actual user’s voice command at a
specific time. This can be cross referenced back to the, “saved_audio” database, so the examiner
can confirm the time for that specific request is the same, as well as hear the actual audio of the
request. Voices are unique identifiers, as unique as a fingerprint or an eye scan (Authentify). This
can put the user at the device at a specific time, and also tell what they were doing.
Figure 17 shows a “UNIXTIME.pcm” file imported into Audacity for playback. The, “Ok
Glass,” request was made two seconds into the file. This means if there was any background
noise occurring prior to the, “Ok Glass,” request, it would be heard in the playback of this file.
The actual voice command, in this case, “get directions to,” began 9.5 seconds into the file. Any
background noise in between saying, “Ok Glass,” and, “get directions to” can also be played
back and analyzed as well.
Just like the, “saved_audio” file, voice commands that require Glass to reach out for information
using WiFi or Bluetooth such as Google searches and GPS directions are cut off after the initial
command. The user asked to get directions at second 9.7 in the audio clip below, but it cuts off
before it is apparent where they asked for directions to.
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Figure 17: “UNIXTIME.pcm” file in Audacity

Google Glass can only interpret recognized commands, such as, “Ok Glass”. These interpreted
commands are what get logged into the, “saved_audio” database. However, after looking into
the, “saved_audio” database further, it is clear it accounts to an extent for this unrecognized
audio. Under the, “recognized_commands” column, the numbers given separated by a, “:” shows
the millisecond the voice command starts and ends. For an examiner, they could quickly look at
the “recognized_commands” column and determine how long it took for a user to make a voice
command, and therefore how likely it is for there to be useful background noise. Longer voice
command files usually have more clear background noise in between the initial “Ok Glass” and
the command.

!
The Google Glass Timeline
Google Glass uses a display feature called the, “timeline”. On this, “timeline” are various,
“cards” with information on them. Applications, such as the New York Times, can use these,
“cards” to show recent new stories. “Cards” can also be to things such as website results from
Google searches, recent pictures taken, and other user activity.
The Image/fs/data/com.google.glass.home/databases/timeline.db is a database of the “cards” on
the Google Glass “timeline”. The way this artifact should be examined changes based on what
the examiner is looking for.

!
Google Searches

If an examiner is looking for Google searches the timeline.db is a good place to check. Google
searches can be found in the “timeline.db” when it is opened in EnCase using the “text view”.
When looking through the document text, the examiner can search for, “JT” to find what the user
Google searched for. “JT” may stand for JSON transformation, which is used to reformat data
(ibm.com). Because Google Glass reformats web data and puts them on “cards” in the
“timeline”, it is likely “JT” stands for JSON transformation. Investigators can use the “find”
feature in EnCase text view to search through the file and find all the entries that end with, “JT”
to see what the user Google searched for.
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Figure 18 shows the “JT” search indicator in the “timeline.db” text view. After the search term is
a path to a file in a directory called “private-cache” which will be explained later. The file shown,
in this example is “h_438da668-4066-4f61-adc8-a75d0d3feeb4Jq”. This string of text is a GUID
or globally unique identifier, which can be used in the database view later (msdn.microsoft.com)
.

!
Figure 18: Google Search in the "timeline.db" in EnCase text view

After importing, “timeline.db” into Firefox SQLite Manager and looking at the “timeline” table,
there is a column called, “_id”. Going back to the file path after the Google search in the text
view of the database, the GUID from, “h_438da668-4066-4f61-adc8-a75d0d3feeb4Jq” correlates
with the “_id” column and is used to identify that particular search term. Figure 19 shows the
GUID of the Google search in Firefox SQLite Manager.

!
Figure 19: "_id" of Google Search in SQLite Manager

With the GUID to identify a particular artifact in the timeline.db, timestamps can be identified.
This database gives a creation, modified, and display time in Unix millisecond format. When
translated into readable time, the creation and display times were shown at 3/16/2014 at 3:15:36
PM GMT -4. The modified time was listed as a millisecond later, at 3/16/2014 at 3:15:37 PM
GMT -4. In this case, from a basic Google search, the creation, modified, and display times are
generally the same. However, if something is deleted from “timeline.db”, these times are
different, as explained in the next section.
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Getting Directions

The “timeline.db” also stores information about GPS directions. When a user asks for directions
on Glass, the history of this search can be found on a card on the timeline. If a user asks for GPS
directions and cancelled the directions before arrival, the request can still be found in the text
view of the “timeline.db” by searching for “Directions to”. This “Directions to” indicator is
shown in Figure 20 can help and examiner quickly search through the “timeline.db” in the
EnCase text view to find all the places the user requested directions to but did not arrive.

!
Figure 20: Directions in the "timeline.db" in EnCase text view if the user requested directions but did not arrive

This view gives the name of the place Google Glass was getting directions to, the address, and
the GPS coordinates of that location. Exactly what the user searched for indicated by the
<br>SEARCH TERM<br> after the “Directions to” indicator. The “$” symbol displays the id
that can be used to identify the artifact in Firefox SQLite Manager.
The time the user requested these directions can be found by opening up the “timeline.db” in
Firefox SQLite Manager. As shown in Figure 21, the GUID that was identified by the “$” in the
text view relates that specific artifact with the timestamp. The creation and display time confirm
these directions were requested to be stopped, at 3/16/2014 1:24:13 PM GMT -4. However in
this case, the modified time is different, 3/16/2014 3:14:05 PM GMT -4. This is because the
Ken’s pizza GPS directions “card” was deleted from the timeline at the modified time. This is
confirmed by the “1” in the “is_deleted” column rather than a “0”. “1” indicates a deleted file in
the timeline.db. This does not just apply to GPS direction “cards” on the timeline being deleted.
Other Google Glass timeline cards are indicated by a “1” in the “is_deleted” column as well as
the “modified_time” changing to the time of deletion.
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Figure 21:"Timeline.db" in SQLite Manager displaying time directions were stopped and when the card was deleted

When a user asks for directions and arrives at their location, it appears slightly different in the
text view of the timeline.db in EnCase. The same information is available for locations a user has
arrived at, such as the address, GPS coordinates, and what the user searched for when asking for
GPS directions. Also, the GUID of this artifact is still represented by the “$” symbol. However,
instead of using the “Find” feature in the text view of EnCase to search for “Directions to”, the
investigator must such for the phrase, “Arrived At”. This can confirm a person requested
directions and arrived at a specific location. Figure 22 shows this “Arrived At” indicator in the
EnCase text view.

!
Figure 22: Directions in the "timeline.db" in EnCase text view if the user requested directions and arrived

Opening up the “timeline.db” in Firefox SQLite Manager, this artifact can be looked up by the
GUID, which is indicated by the “$” symbol in the text view. As shown in Figure 23, the created,
modified, and display times indicate the user arrived at the location at 3/16/2014 at 2:20:13 PM
GMT-4. This can put a user at a specific place at a specific time.
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Figure 23:"Timeline.db" in SQLite Manager displaying time user arrived at destination

!
Taking Pictures and Recording Videos

When a user takes a picture or records a video on Google Glass, it shows up in the “timeline” on
a “card”. When looking at the text view of “timeline.db”, by searching for, “mnt/sdcard/DCIM/
Camera”, the investigator can find pictures and videos which were on the Google Glass timeline.
The screen shot below shows evidence of a picture on the Google Glass timeline in the text view
of EnCase. This is indicated as a picture by the “.jpg” file format. The id for this file is indicated
by the “$” symbol, in this case it is “f99a5c21-8f7d-4bda-bcb2-2f412f6132f3”, as displayed in
Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Picture taken on Glass as seen in the EnCase text view

When the “timeline.db” is opened in Firefox SQLite manager, the GUID given indicated by the
“$” symbol in the text view can be located in the “_id” column. This can be used to view the
creation, modified, and display time for the picture. For this example, the picture was taken and
not deleted, so all these times are within a minute of each other, as shown in Figure 25.

!
Figure 25: A picture taken on Google Glass that is not deleted shown in SQLite Manager

Deleted pictures are not as easy to detect in the Google Glass “timeline.db” text view. The GUID
of the deleted picture can be found in the text view, however there are no identifiers which
establish it was a picture, or deleted. Looking at the “timeline.db” in Firefox SQLite Manager,
the “_id” shows the picture GUID with the time it was taken under creation and display time, and
deleted under its modified time. The “is_deleted” column indicates the picture is deleted by a
“1”, as shown in Figure 26.

!
Figure 26: A picture taken on Google Glass that was deleted shown in SQLite Manager

Right now, this GUID cannot be linked with an actual artifact, so it is not of much use. Later
linking this GUID to entries in the private-cache will be explained. Cross referencing these times
to other artifacts on Google Glass could contribute to a better idea of what was happening on the
device at a specific time.
When a user records a video using Google Glass, it gets saved on a card on the “timeline.db” as
well. As mentioned before, videos can be found by searching for “mnt/sdcard/DCIM/Camera”.
Videos will appear with an “.mp4” file extension on Google Glass. Note in Figure 27,
“timeline.db” also gives a path to a thumbnail of the video in a “private-cache” folder, which will
be explained later.
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Figure 27: "private-cache" file path in "timeline.db"

If a user deletes a video from the Google Glass timeline, it reacts in a similar way to when a
picture is deleted. The GUID can still be found in the text view of “timeline.db”, as well in
Firefox SQLite Manager. However, there is no indication as to what this GUID is referring to.
Because both pictures and videos are deleted from the timeline in a way which does not clarify
what the “_id” is representing, examiners can see an item was deleted from the timeline, when it
was originally created and at what time it was deleted. Cross referencing can give some context
to these deleted files.

Cross Referencing with the Private Cache to Identify Timeline Artifacts
The Image/fs/private-cache directory caches information so the device can access it quickly. It is
a feature made to create a smoother, faster user experience. Although there are not many
timestamps in this particular directory, it can give some context to other artifacts on Google
Glass with timestamps. The contents of the private-cache folder is structured with files made up
of “tags” and “ids” The “tag” is the first part of the file name, which identifies the contents of the
file. An underscore separates the “tags” and the “id”. The “id” refers back to the artifact GUIDs
in the timeline.db. The “private-cache” directory can be cross referenced to provide more
information about data in the “timeline.db”.

!
Internet History files

The “h_” tag in the “private-cache” file represents internet history. The GUID numbers in the
private-cache correlate back to the “timeline.db”. Going back to a previous GUID in the
“timeline.db” the file path can be followed to show the related file within the “private-cache”.
These files show the contents of what was loaded during a Google search. As shown in Figure
28, the search for, “North Fork Long Island” displays the search results in the order they
appeared on Google Glass. It can show both the websites that were loaded along with the
pictures that appeared on Google Glass as a result of the search. This can be clearly viewed using
FTK Imager. Along with the web history as it appeared on Google Glass, at the very bottom of
this file it lists the original search term, which can be cross referenced back to the “timeline.db”.
Cross referencing back to the “timeline.db” can also provide timestamps for this particular
Google search.
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Figure 28: Web History Results in the Private-Cache

Thumbnail files

The “t_” tag in the “private-cache” shows picture thumbnails. These thumbnail pictures link back
with the artifacts on the “timeline.db”, and can relate a GUID number and timestamp to an actual
picture. From the example on the timeline before, GUID “f99a5c21-8f7d-4bdabcb2-2f412f6132f3” was taken 3/14/2014 at 4:58:15PM GMT -4. By viewing the related
“t_GUID” file in FTK Imager, the examiner can see the actual picture as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Picture Thumbnail shown in private-cache

This thumbnail picture does not hold any Exif data other than dimensions, however it can be
cross referenced back to the “timeline.db” for a timestamp.
The “t_GUID” files are also important because they show the thumbnails of deleted pictures. By
looking at the deleted files in the “timeline.db”, and examiner can refer back to the “privatecache” to see if any are “t_GUID” files, which would indicate it was a deleted picture.
The “t_GUID” files also show thumbnails of user recorded videos. The recorded video
thumbnails in the “private-cache” are different than the other files because although it has the
“t_” tag to identify the file as a thumbnail, it does not have an GUID to relate the file back to
“timeline.db”. These video files are also unusual because there are two thumbnails that are stored
in the “private-cache” for each video. These thumbnails for a particular video hold the same hash
values, however have different naming conventions. One uses the filename,
“t_thumb_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS_Millisecond.mp4”, while the other uses the filename
“t_mnt_sdcard_DCIM_Camera_YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS_Millisecond.mp4”. This may be a
thumbnail that has been generated from the same video that is saved in two different places on
Glass. Because of these naming conventions, there are no GUID numbers which can be
referenced back to the timeline.db, however, there are times in the title of these thumbnails.
These times can be compared to the creation times on the timeline.db to link it to an entry for
more information. For video thumbnails in the private-cache, times in the title of the filename
must be used for cross referencing instead of GUIDs.
When looking at these “t_” files for videos, it should be noted, in the nature of a thumbnail, it is
only a picture. Because the way these files are automatically named, “.mp4” is put at the end of
each thumbnail. However after looking into the actual hex of each file, it is clear this is a JFIF
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picture file. Therefore, it cannot be played back, but a small frame from the start of the video can
be seen.

Evidence in the Android Media Database
In the Image/fs/data/com.android.providers.media/databases/ is a database android devices use
to organize media on the device. Within the “external.db” file in the files table of the database,
there is information about media files on the device (developer.android.com). This SQLite 3
database was exported into Excel for clearer analysis.
Pictures in external.db

The “external.db” in Image/fs/data/com.android.providers.media/database provides information
about pictures taken on Google Glass. Non-deleted pictures are listed in the database, as shown
in Figure 30.

!
Figure 30: Picture link in "external.db"

Each entry in this database has an “_id” number. The “_data” column shows the path of the entry
that is being described by this database. This database uses Unix time to store its “date_added”
value, however unlike other Unix time values previously seen on Glass, this one does not use
millisecond value. Therefore, the formula for transferring this into readable time should be edited
to:
=(((F12/60)/60)/24)+DATE(1970,1,1)+(-4/24)
The “date_added” shows the time the picture was taken. There is also a “date_modified” column
as shown in the screenshot below. Once again, this uses Unix time, but with no millisecond
values. Both of these times can be used to confirm when the picture was taken. The mime type is
also listed, with “image” as the type, and “jpeg” as the subtype for the picture. The title and
display name columns are similar, using the standard YYMMDD_HHMMSS_Millisecond value
Glass stores its picture in. However the “display_name” includes the file extension, in this case,
“.jpg”. There is also a “date_taken” time listed. This time, unlike the “date_added” and
“date_modified” times in this database, does use Unix millisecond time. To get the readable time,
the investigator must use the previously defined Unix time millisecond conversion formula from
before. This can be seen in Figure 31.
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Figure 31: Date taken time in "external.db"

From this database, three picture times can be extracted which can be used for cross referencing
and further backing an investigation.
Although deleted pictures cannot be seen in this database, there is some evidence that suggests
data could have been deleted. When looking at the “_id” numbers in the database, in this
example the “_id” jump from 34 to 37 as shown in Figure 32. In between the two times of date
added for those entries, two picture were taken and deleted. These entries were deleted from the
database, which why it does not include “_id” number 35 and 36 in the external.db. Although
this is not an absolute way to tell if picture was deleted, by cross referencing other artifacts on
Glass, this could be reinforcement to the idea a picture taken at a specific time was deleted.
!
Figure 32: Missing "_id" numbers in the "external.db"

Directions in external.db

The “external.db” also contains information about the voice directions given on Google Glass.
The “_data” column which lists the path of the file shows “/mnt/sdcard/Android/data/
com.google.glass.maps/cache/._speech_nav_##.wav”. This file relates back to a path on Google
Glass which saves the audio files of spoken directions Google Glass gives when a user asks for
directions. For these audio directions, the “date_modified” column gives the time each voice
command was spoken. This can help understand where a person was in relation to their
destination at a specific time. These times are in Unix time, however do not have millisecond
value, see Figure 33.

!
Figure 33: GPS direction audio file

!
Cross Referencing GPS directions from the external.db

The Image/fs/sdcard/Android/data/com.google.glass.maps/cache/._speech_nav_##.wav holds
information about the GPS directions given on Google Glass. This directory holds “.wav” audio
files with the voice directions Google Glass spoke while giving directions. Although these files
themselves do not hold timestamps, they can be referred back to in the, “Image/fs/
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com.android.providers.media/databases/external.db” file. This way the investigator can play back
each audio file, and hear exactly what direction was spoken at what time.
Videos in external.db

Videos that are not deleted also appear in “external.db”. Similar to pictures, under the “_data”
column in the database, a file path to the video as shown in Figure 34. It also includes a
“date_added” and “date_modified” time. These are in Unix time but not millisecond value.
!
Figure 34: Video in the "external.db"

Google Glass Pictures
Google Glass allows the user to take pictures. These pictures are stored in several different
places, which can help when cross referencing in a forensic case.
Within the, Image/fs/media/DCIM/Camera directory are files that are named by their date and
time, see Figure 35. These files are pictures or videos the user took using Google Glass. These
files are in “.jpg” or “.mp4” format. These pictures hold the date and time information right in
the file name, in YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS_Millisecond format, which can be helpful for an
examiner. In addition to the date and time in the title of the picture, they contain Exif data which
tells the time the picture was taken. For example, for “20140314_165815_572.jpg”, the Exif data
confirms this is the date and time the picture was taken. This Exif data also shows it was taken
on Google Glass running XE12. Pictures that were deleted do not appear in this directory.
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Figure 35: Picture Exif

Image/fs/sdcard/DCIM/Camera/YYYYMMDD_HHMMSS_Millisecond.xxx is another place
Google Glass stores pictures, on the SD card. The file name of the pictures and videos give
information about the date and time they were taken. These pictures, just like the pictures stored
in, Image/fs/media/DCIM/Camera show user taken pictures and videos. Deleted pictures and
videos do not appear in here. These files have the same hash values as the pictures stored in,
Image/fs/media/DCIM/Camera. Therefore, the Exif data is also the same. The SD card is another
location to find pictures on Google Glass and check dates and times.

!
Bluetooth Pairing on Glass
The Image/fs/misc folder gives information about the Bluetooth and Wifi connections on Google
Glass. This is useful to see when and what devices were paired with Glass at a particular time
and other connectivity activity.
MAC address paired with Google Glass

This file gives information about the time a Bluetooth device was paired with Google Glass. The
device’s MAC address is given along with the Unix millisecond time. Figure 36 shows that the
particular MAC address was paired with Google Glass on 3/16/2014 at 12:15:52 PM GMT -4.
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Figure 36: Bluetooth MAC address and Unix Millisecond Time

!

Name of Bluetooth Device Paired with Glass

The Image/fs/misc/bluetooth/bluetoothd/ directory provides information about the Bluetooth
devices that were paired with Google Glass. Under the “names” file, the MAC address of the
device Glass was paired with is listed, as well as the devices name, as shown in Figure 37.
Although this doesn’t have a timestamp, it can be cross referenced back to Image/fs/misc/
Bluetooth/incoming_connection.conf to get more information about the device it was paired with.

!
Figure 37: MAC Address and Bluetooth Device Name

!

Another file in this directory is the “last_used” file, shown in Figure 38. It shows the last time the
device was used with MAC address given. In this case, when Google Glass was powered on, it
automatically paired with the mobile phone, so therefore the last used time is shown at its most
recent power on.

!
Figure 38: Last Used Bluetooth Connection

Last time used timestamps
The Image/fs/system/usagestats/usage-history.xml file holds information about some of the last
times a user did something on Google Glass. Figure 39 shows this .xml file.
When Google Glass is setup on WiFi, a computer is used to generate a QR code that Glass uses
to connect to the network. The “com.google.glass.setup.BarcodeScanActivity” gives the Unix
millisecond time of the last time Google Glass scanned the QR code on a computer for setup.
The “com.google.glass.maps.NavigationLauncherActivity” gives the Unix millisecond time of
the last time the user requested Google Glass get GPS directions.
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When a user says “Ok Glass, get directions to” for the first time to get GPS directions, a warning
disclaimer appears on the screen. The “com.google.glass.maps.DisclaimerActivity” gives the
Unix millisecond time of the first time the user on Google Glass requested GPS directions and
therefore saw the disclaimer and accepted it.
The “com.google.glass.maps.NavigationActivity” gives the Unix millisecond time of the last
time the user arrived at a location they asked for GPS directions to.
“com.google.glass.browser.WebBrowserActivity” gives the Unix millisecond time of the last
web activity the user participated in. This does not necessarily mean a Google search was done at
this time. This could also mean the user opened up previously searched for web results from a
card on the timeline.
The “com.google.glass.bluetooth.pairing.BluetoothPairingConfirmationActivity” gives the Unix
millisecond time of the last time the user accepted a Bluetooth device be paired to Google Glass.
The last time a user watched a video on Google Glass is represented in Unix millisecond time by
“com.google.glass.videoplayer.WatchActivity”.
The “com.google.glass.search.VoiceSearchActivity” indicates the Unix time of the last time the
user made a voice search on Google Glass.
The last time the user requested voice directions is shown in Unix millisecond time by
“com.google.glass.search.VoiceNavigationActivity”.
The “com.google.glass.camera.RecordVideoActivity” shows the Unix millisecond time of the
last time a user recorded a video on Google Glass. This includes deleted videos.
The “com.google.glass.camera.TakePictureActivity” shows the Unix millisecond time of the last
time the user took a picture on Google Glass. This includes deleted pictures.
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Figure 39: Usage History File

!
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Conclusion
Google Glass is new device worth examining, with very little research done on it. How time is
stored by artifacts on Glass is not uniformed, due to half the system using Unix millisecond time
and the other half using Unix second time. In addition to Unix times, pictures are also stored in
date and time format which provides time information. By understanding each of these
timestamps on Glass, investigators can piece together a bigger picture and understand what a
user was doing on the device at a particular time. Cross referencing these time stamps can back
up a piece of evidence, and build a stronger case. The ability to understand timestamps on
Google Glass allows examiners to provide better evidence.
With Google Glass being released shortly, there is a need for these devices to be forensically
analyzed so digital forensic examiners can be prepared when they come across one. “A Digital
Forensic Examiner’s Guide to Google Glass,” found on desautelsja.blogspot.com is a series of
posters aimed to help investigators tackle their first Google Glass analysis and have a smoother
investigation. This research should help save forensic examiners time, and help the entire digital
forensics community.
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